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Wu Li,∗ Elwood Shields,† and Daniel Le‡
There are several research papers on how to design a supersonic configuration that has desirable low-boom character-
istics as determined by the Seebass-George-Darden boom minimization theory (SGD theory). The low-boom signatures
predicted by the SGD theory could be realized by wing-fuselage configurations. However, for a given low-boom signa-
ture generated by the SGD theory, it is still an open question whether one could develop a feasible aircraft configuration
with nacelles and tails that has a similar low-boom ground signature as that predicted by the SGD theory.
Past attempts indicated that no feasible aircraft configuration with nacelles and tails would have a total equivalent
area distribution matching one of the equivalent area distributions corresponding to the low-boom ground signatures
determined by the SGD theory. There are essentially three alternative methods for generating a supersonic concept
with a shaped boom ground signature: (i) use a direct optimization method that minimizes numerical figures of
merit for low-boom characteristics, (ii) construct new “realizable” target equivalent area distributions (or near-field
pressure distributions) that result in shaped boom ground signatures, and (iii) develop new tools to help designers find
acceptable low-boom configurations. There were many attempts, with mixed results, using the first two methods to
obtain supersonic configurations that have shaped boom ground signatures.
This paper introduces a tool called BOSS (Boom Optimization using Smoothest Shape modifications). BOSS utilizes
interactive inverse design optimization to develop a fuselage shape that yields a low-boom aircraft configuration. The
paper also demonstrates how BOSS could be used to help design realistic aircraft concepts with low-boom ground
signatures. A fundamental reason for developing BOSS is the need to generate feasible low-boom conceptual designs
that are appropriate for further refinement using CFD-based preliminary design methods. BOSS was not developed
to provide a numerical solution to the inverse design problem. Instead, BOSS was intended to help designers find the
“right” configuration among infinitely many possible configurations that are equally good using any numerical figure
of merit.
BOSS uses the smoothest shape modification strategy for modifying the fuselage radius distribution at 100 or more
longitudinal locations to find a smooth fuselage shape that reduces the discrepancies between the design and target
equivalent area distributions over any specified range of effective distance. For any given supersonic concept (with
wing, fuselage, nacelles, tails, and/or canards), a designer can examine the differences between the design and target
equivalent areas, decide which part of the design equivalent area curve needs to be modified, choose a desirable rate
for the reduction of the discrepancies over the specified range, and select a parameter for smoothness control of the
fuselage shape. BOSS will then generate a fuselage shape based on the designer’s inputs in a matter of seconds. If the
generated solution is not acceptable, the designer can work on a different part of the equivalent area curve, change the
rate of reduction, or relax the smoothness control until a desirable solution is found. The new configuration will be
analyzed by PBOOM (a sonic boom analysis code) to see whether it has an acceptable low-boom ground signature. If
not, the designer can use BOSS to further reduce the differences between the design and target equivalent areas until
the configuration has an acceptable low-boom ground signature. Using BOSS and PBOOM, the designer can generate
a realistic, smooth fuselage shape that results in a supersonic configuration with a low-boom ground signature in a
few hours. In addition, a designer can use BOSS to quickly eliminate any configuration that cannot achieve low-boom
characteristics with fuselage shaping alone.
For any given wing planform and layout of aircraft components, BOSS reduces the design time of low-boom super-
sonic concepts from months to hours. More importantly, BOSS allows a quick closure of the fuselage shaping process
because BOSS will let the designer see how much deterioration of the fuselage shape is necessary for any further
reduction of the discrepancies between the design and target equivalent area distributions.
A conceptual design case study is documented to demonstrate how BOSS can be used to develop a low-boom
supersonic concept from a low-drag supersonic concept. The paper also contains a study on how perturbations in the
equivalent area distribution affect the ground signature shape and how new target area distributions for low-boom
signatures can be constructed using superposition of equivalent area distributions determined by the SGD theory.
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Interactive Inverse Design Optimization of Fuselage
Shape for Low-Boom Supersonic Concepts
Wu Li,∗ Elwood Shields,† and Daniel Le‡
This paper introduces a tool called BOSS (Boom Optimization using Smoothest Shape
modiﬁcations). BOSS utilizes interactive inverse design optimization to develop a fuselage
shape that yields a low-boom aircraft conﬁguration. A fundamental reason for developing
BOSS is the need to generate feasible low-boom conceptual designs that are appropriate
for further reﬁnement using computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) based preliminary de-
sign methods. BOSS was not developed to provide a numerical solution to the inverse
design problem. Instead, BOSS was intended to help designers ﬁnd the “right” conﬁg-
uration among an inﬁnite number of possible conﬁgurations that are equally good using
any numerical ﬁgure of merit. BOSS uses the smoothest shape modiﬁcation strategy for
modifying the fuselage radius distribution at 100 or more longitudinal locations to ﬁnd
a smooth fuselage shape that reduces the discrepancies between the design and target
equivalent area distributions over any speciﬁed range of eﬀective distance. For any given
supersonic concept (with wing, fuselage, nacelles, tails, and/or canards), a designer can
examine the diﬀerences between the design and target equivalent areas, decide which part
of the design equivalent area curve needs to be modiﬁed, choose a desirable rate for the
reduction of the discrepancies over the speciﬁed range, and select a parameter for smooth-
ness control of the fuselage shape. BOSS will then generate a fuselage shape based on
the designer’s inputs in a matter of seconds. Using BOSS, within a few hours, a designer
can either generate a realistic fuselage shape that yields a supersonic conﬁguration with
a low-boom ground signature or quickly eliminate any conﬁguration that cannot achieve
low-boom characteristics with fuselage shaping alone. A conceptual design case study is
documented to demonstrate how BOSS can be used to develop a low-boom supersonic
concept from a low-drag supersonic concept. The paper also contains a study on how
perturbations in the equivalent area distribution aﬀect the ground signature shape and
how new target area distributions for low-boom signatures can be constructed using super-
position of equivalent area distributions derived from the Seebass-George-Darden (SGD)
theory.
Nomenclature
A normal area
Ae equivalent area
G(r) least squares error of mismatch of equivalent areas for given r
∂G
∂r (rk) gradient vector of G(r) with respect to r evaluated at rk
L(r) linear term in Taylor expansion of G(r)
f(x) camber location of fuselage at x
l total length of fuselage
le eﬀective length of aircraft
r vector of radii at a ﬁnite number of x locations
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r(x) radius of a circular cross-section of fuselage at x
xe eﬀective distance along the longitudinal direction
s smoothness control parameter for fuselage shape modiﬁcations
x, y, z coordinates of a point in space
ΔA change in area
Δr(x) change in radius at x
Δr′′(x) the second derivative of Δr(x)
Δr(3)(x) third derivative of Δr(x)
δ positive constant bound for Δr(3)(x)
E envelope region generated by low-boom equivalent area distributions
λs positive multiple of bound for Δr(3)(x)
ρ reduction rate of G(r) in BOSS
〈a,b〉 dot product of two vectors a and b
Subscripts and Superscripts
i index for ith component of vector
k index for an instance of vector r
f superscript for fuselage shape
I. Introduction
Many research papers address how to design a supersonic conﬁguration that has desirable low-boom
characteristics as determined by the Seebass-George-Darden (SGD) boom minimization theory.1–3 The low-
boom signatures predicted by the SGD theory could be realized by wing-fuselage conﬁgurations. However,
for a given low-boom signature generated by the SGD theory, the question still exists for whether one could
develop a feasible aircraft conﬁguration with nacelles and tails that has a low-boom ground signature similar
to that predicted by the SGD theory. In this paper, Whitham’s boom propagation method4, 5 is used for
boom signature analysis.
Past attempts have demonstrated little success in creating feasible aircraft conﬁgurations with nacelles
and tails that have a total equivalent area distribution matching one of the target equivalent area distributions
derived from the SGD theory. Essentially three design methods exist for generating a supersonic concept
with a shaped boom ground signature: (i) use a direct optimization method that minimizes numerical ﬁgures
of merit for low-boom characteristics, (ii) construct new, “realizable” target equivalent area distributions (or
target near-ﬁeld pressure distributions) that result in shaped boom ground signatures, and (iii) develop new
tools to help designers ﬁnd acceptable low-boom conﬁgurations. Many unsuccessful attempts have been made
using the ﬁrst two methods to obtain supersonic conﬁgurations that have shaped boom ground signatures. In
this paper, we introduce a tool, called BOSS (Boom Optimization using Smoothest Shape modiﬁcations), for
interactive inverse design optimization of fuselage shape for developing low-boom concepts and demonstrate
how it could help designers develop realistic aircraft concepts with low-boom ground signatures.
McMasters and Cummings point out the need for developing optimization strategies “that may be unique
to the aircraft industry, which take advantage of the assumptions and techniques that airplane designers
use, rather than letting a computer churn away and come up with theoretically possible, but practically
impossible, conﬁgurations.” (See page 14 of ref. 6.) BOSS is not developed to provide a numerical solution
to the inverse design problem. Instead, BOSS tries to help designers ﬁnd the “right” conﬁguration among
an inﬁnite number of possible conﬁgurations that are essentially equal using any numerical ﬁgure of merit.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections II–IV provide a brief survey of various numerical methods for
design of low-boom supersonic concepts: inverse design by matching equivalent area distributions, inverse de-
sign by matching near-ﬁeld pressure distributions, and numerical optimization for sonic-boom minimization.
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The interactive inverse design process for low-boom supersonic concepts using BOSS is discussed in Section
V. To demonstrate how BOSS can assist conceptual designers in generating low-boom concepts, Section
VI includes a case study that demonstrates the application of BOSS in developing a low-boom supersonic
concept from a low-drag supersonic concept. In Section VII, we attempt to understand why similarly shaped
boom signatures can have diﬀerent Ae distributions and why “saw-tooth” oscillations in boom signature are
unavoidable. Concluding remarks are given in Section VIII.
II. Inverse Design by Matching Equivalent Area Distributions
The SGD boom minimization theory1–3 can be used to generate equivalent area distributions that min-
imize sonic boom on the ground when analyzed using Whitham’s boom propagation method.4, 5 Darden’s
main contributions are the extension of Seebass and George’s theory from a uniform and isothermal atmo-
sphere to a real atmosphere2 and a more ﬂexible form of Seebass and George’s F-function that allows a
low-boom conﬁguration with a sharper nose rather than the blunt nose required by Seebass and George’s
theory.3 In ﬁgure 8 of ref. 3, for a body of revolution, Darden showed that drag caused by nose bluntness
can be reduced with a marginal increase of the sonic-boom pressure strength. Seebass and Argrow7 gave
a comprehensive review of the historical development of the SGD theory and called it the classical Jones-
Seebass-George-Darden theory. Most studies on inverse design of low-boom concepts are based on Darden’s
area distribution for a ramp ground signature. (See refs. 8–14.)
Two empirical modiﬁcations of the sonic-boom-minimizing F-functions were made to incorporate some
practical considerations in design of low-boom conﬁgurations. The ﬁrst is a hybrid combination of ﬂattop
and ramp F-functions. For the same initial overpressure level, it was observed that ramp signatures lead
to a shorter supersonic aircraft while ﬂattop signatures are less sensitive to atmospheric changes in tem-
perature.15, 16 (See also page 3 of ref. 17.) To capture the beneﬁts of both ﬂattop and ramp signatures,
Haglund developed15, 16 a hybrid F-function for sonic-boom minimization. The ground signature for a hybrid
F-function has a ﬂat segment near the initial pressure peak, followed by a ramp. (See ﬁgure 1(a).) The sec-
ond modiﬁcation is to use a conical fuselage nose18 instead of the cusp-shaped fuselage nose used by Darden.
These modiﬁcations provide additional ﬂexibilities for conceptual design of low-boom conﬁgurations. (See
ref. 18.) For example, the hybrid F-function allows designers to do tradeoﬀs between the initial overpres-
sure and the maximum overpressure in the ground signature, as well as the shape of the target equivalent
area distribution. Figure 1(a) shows ramp, hybrid, and ﬂattop signatures using the following parameters in
F-functions deﬁned of ref. 18: eﬀective length (le) of 111 ft, the fuselage nose-cone length (yf ) of 6 ft, ramp
slope of 0.35, initial cruise weight of 96,500 lbs, cruise altitude of 53,000 ft, and cruise Mach of 1.8. For
this set of parameter values, if both the initial overpressure and the maximum overpressure are used as the
ﬁgures of merit, then the ramp and ﬂattop signatures become two end points of a Pareto frontier. (See ﬁgure
2.) The hybrid signatures ﬁll the Pareto frontier if the length of the ﬂat segment in the hybrid signature is
varied. (See ﬁgure 1(a).)
(a) Comparison of Signatures (b) Comparison of Equivalent Areas
Figure 1. Ramp, hybrid, and flattop ground signatures and the corresponding area distributions.
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Figure 2. Pareto frontier for initial and maximum overpressures of flattop, ramp, and hybrid signatures.
The hybrid equivalent area in ﬁgure 1(b) corresponds to the hybrid point with an initial overpressure of
0.496 psf in ﬁgure 2 or Hybrid 1 in ﬁgure 1(a) and is assumed to have the potential beneﬁt of maintaining the
level of the initial overpressure under atmospheric perturbations16 in comparison with the ramp signature.
However, in reality, because the diﬀerence between the equivalent area distributions of the ramp and the
hybrid signatures is quite small (see the secondary axis for the diﬀerence between the two area distributions
in ﬁgure 1(b)), one might wonder whether such a diﬀerence would make any meaningful impact on the shape
of the low-boom conﬁguration. We will come back to this issue in the discussion of a low-boom conﬁguration
that is designed for the hybrid signature.
Shepard and Sullivan19 investigated the relationship between sonic-boom shapes and loudness. The main
conclusion is that among all of the boom signatures with the same maximum overpressure and rise time,
the subjective loudness levels of the ﬂattop signature and the N-wave are the same, while the ramp and the
hybrid signatures have lower loudness levels. Therefore, for trade-oﬀ studies of sonic-boom shapes during
conceptual design, a comparison of loudness levels for various sonic-boom shapes that correspond to the
Pareto points in ﬁgure 2 is more useful and provides insight into pros and cons of diﬀerent sonic-boom
shapes under the same set of design constraints. For all of the signatures in ﬁgure 1(a), the loudness levels
are in the range of 85.3 to 85.9 PldB computed using A-weighted frequency distributions.
Low-boom supersonic conﬁgurations that correspond to theoretical boom signatures could still be too long
to be practical (e.g., see ref. 20). In an attempt to develop low-boom conﬁgurations with a reasonable length
for supersonic business jets, Mack ﬁrst proposed the idea of allowing a diﬀerence between the maximum
equivalent area due to lift and the maximum equivalent area based on the boom minimization theory.21
This approach allows a shaped boom signature with a more practical conﬁguration, at the expense of an
increase in aft-body sonic-boom pressure strength when predicted by Whitham’s F-function method.4, 5
Mack discussed extensively the diﬃculties of designing a low-boom supersonic business jet. (See page 21 of
ref. 21.) Signiﬁcant diﬀerences were evident between the target hybrid ground signature and the predicted
ground signature of the proposed low-boom supersonic business concept, even without nacelles. (See ﬁgure
13 of ref. 21.) A wind-tunnel model was constructed based on a watertight version of the conceptual design;
the model was tested in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (see page 6 of ref. 22) and analyzed by
Choi, Alonso, and Weide.22 The ground signatures of the wind-tunnel model, propagated from the measured
near-ﬁeld pressures by PCBoom3, are N-waves; the ground signatures of the wind-tunnel model, propagated
from predicted near-ﬁeld pressures, have a two-level staircase-type shape near the initial peak. (See ﬁgures
17–19 of ref. 22.)
Numerical algorithms were proposed to modify the fuselage shape so that the total equivalent area
distribution of the resultant conﬁguration matches a target area distribution. Barger and Adams’s methods23
were based on a ﬁxed-point iteration procedure for changing the fuselage so that the equivalent area of the
fuselage volume matches a target distribution. Barger and Adams developed two numerical algorithms. One
algorithm is slow to converge and has diﬃculty matching the target area distribution but generates a smooth
fuselage; the other one converges quickly but generates a wavy fuselage that more closely matches the target
area distribution. As an example, they constructed two diﬀerent fuselage shapes with circular cross sections
that have the same target area distribution. (See ﬁgures 4 and 5 of ref. 23.) Their study has some negative
implications on numerical algorithms for modifying fuselage shapes to match a target area distribution: the
algorithm might numerically generate a fuselage shape that either doesn’t match the target area distribution
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or is not realistic.
Rather than developing an algorithm for numerical fuselage solutions for equivalent area matching, Mack
and Needleman24 used a semiempirical method for modifying the fuselage radius distribution to match the
target equivalent area distribution. This method could have signiﬁcant errors if the fuselage violates the
slender-body assumption (i.e., a relatively ﬂat camber line and small variations in fuselage radius distribu-
tion). This semiempirical method was used to generate various low-boom supersonic concepts, but additional
experience-based area trimming might be required to obtain a desirable low-boom conﬁguration. (See refs.
24 and 21.)
Recently, Rallabhandi and Mavris25 tried a new approach for low-boom supersonic conceptual design. A
new ﬂexible form of the F-function was used to generate new target total equivalent area distributions for
sonic-boom minimization. The fuselage shape was then modiﬁed to meet the nose shape. After a suitable
match was obtained, the fuselage shape was frozen and the other components were perturbed to match the
target area distribution as closely as possible. However, this approach could not obtain a supersonic concept
for which the total equivalent area was a desirable match to the target area distribution. (See ﬁgure 25 of
ref. 25.) In the same paper,25 a parallel genetic algorithm was used to ﬁnd low-boom supersonic concepts,
but no speciﬁc shape parameters were given.
III. Inverse Design by Matching Near-Field Pressure Distributions
The limitations of Whitham’s F-function method for sonic-boom prediction are well-known. (See, for
example, ref. 26.) A remedy is to use a three-dimensional ﬂow solver to predict the near-ﬁeld pressure
distributions and then extrapolate the near-ﬁeld pressure distributions to the ground using either Thomas’s
code27 or PCBOOM.28
Inverse design processes for fuselage shaping of low-boom supersonic concepts, coupled with CFD analysis
to match near-ﬁeld pressure targets, have been studied for many years. (See refs. 10–12,14, 20, 29, 30.)
Makino et al.10 studied a wing-body conﬁguration based on Darden’s target area distribution for a ﬂattop
ground signature with a blunt nose. (See the section on Aircraft Conﬁguration of ref. 10.) Figure 8 of ref. 10
shows an almost perfect match of the conﬁguration’s equivalent area distribution and the target everywhere
except near the end of the conﬁguration. The predicted ground signature is generated by Thomas’s code
using a near-ﬁeld pressure distribution at six body lengths below the conﬁguration. Signiﬁcant diﬀerences
are seen between the predicted ground signature and the target ﬂattop ground signature. (See ﬁgure 11
of ref. 10.) Speciﬁcally, the predicted maximum overpressure is 2.0 psf instead of 1.0 psf for the target
signature. No information is provided on the ground signature predicted by Whitham’s F-function method.
Later, Makino et al.29 used numerical optimization of fuselage geometry of the low-boom baseline dis-
cussed in ref. 10 to modify the sonic-boom signature predicted by Thomas’s code using a near-ﬁeld pressure
distribution at six body lengths. They used numerical optimization to modify the fuselage shape over a
selected segment of the fuselage. This process was repeated several times over diﬀerent segments of the fuse-
lage. The design variables of the optimization problem were eight control points of a B-spline representation
of the shape of the fuselage segment that was being modiﬁed. (See page 672 of ref. 29 for details.) This eﬀort
is the ﬁrst to show that a combination of heuristics (e.g., segment selection and choice of design variables)
and numerical optimization could be useful for inverse design of low-boom conﬁgurations by matching a
target near-ﬁeld pressure distribution.
Nadarajah, Jameson, and Alonso31 used an adjoint method to shape a wing-body conﬁguration to match
a target near-ﬁeld pressure distribution. They were able to reduce the sonic-boom level with a signiﬁcant drag
penalty. They then tried a composition of the drag coeﬃcient and the pressure diﬀerence as the objective
function for shape optimization using the adjoint method and showed that the method could reduce the
peak pressures while maintaining the drag coeﬃcient at the same level. However, the adjoint method could
not generate a conﬁguration with shaped boom signatures such as ramp or ﬂattop signatures.
The only ﬂight validation of any shaped boom signature is the modiﬁed F-5E Shaped Sonic Boom
Demonstrator aircraft, which was designed with an initial conﬁguration obtained by matching equivalent
area distributions, followed by an iterative inverse design process of matching a target near-ﬁeld pressure
distribution. Here is a description of the design process:
“Initially, linear analysis tools were used to design the geometry shape of the aircraft to achieve the
designed oﬀ-body pressures (changes to the area-distribution). This geometry was then analyzed
with high-order CFD to compute the resultant oﬀ-body pressure signature of the candidate
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geometry. This became an iterative process, of geometry modiﬁcations, CFD analysis of geometry
to compute pressure signatures, and then modiﬁcations of the geometry again.”14
The ﬁnal design is an innovative conﬁguration with great knowledge and experience behind it. Flight tests
validated that the modiﬁed F-5E had a shaped sonic-boom signature versus the N-wave signature of the
baseline F-5E.32 The tests demonstrated for the ﬁrst time that specialized aircraft shaping techniques can be
used to tailor the sonic boom ground signature. (See ref. 33 for the origin and history of the shaped sonic-
boom demonstrator project.) Note that the shaping techniques only produced a set of candidate geometry
shapes, and the wind-tunnel model shape was determined by consensus of a working group.33
IV. Numerical Optimization for Sonic-Boom Minimization
There have been many studies on how to use direct optimization methods for generating low-boom
conﬁgurations.13, 31, 34–39 An open question is “What objective function could lead to an optimal solution
having a shaped boom signature with a low level of loudness?” Various forms of objective functions, including
the initial overpressure, perceived loudness, drag, and so on, were proposed. Although each method is able
to generate a better conﬁguration in terms of the chosen objective function, no evidence indicates that any
optimized conﬁguration has a shaped low-boom signature except the conﬁgurations generated by Makino
and Kroo.39
Makino and Kroo39 used a signature mold line evaluation method to seek a conﬁguration with a low-boom
ground signature. The documented process uses 12 design variables and genetic algorithms for shaping a
low-drag conﬁguration into a conﬁguration for which the ground signature is within the mold lines of the
target signature and the overpressure is equal to the minimum absolute value. Makino and Kroo were able
to generate three conﬁgurations that have ﬂattop, ramp, and hybrid signatures, respectively. The method is
not a traditional inverse design based on the target equivalent area; but it can be considered a novel inverse
design method for matching the envelope of the ground signature or the target signature mold lines. While
experience indicates that many variables are needed to deﬁne a large design space a priori that contains
conﬁgurations with low-boom ground signatures, Makino and Kroo used surprisingly few design variables to
generate conﬁgurations with diﬀerent low-boom characteristics.
V. Interactive Optimization for Matching Equivalent Area Distributions
In open literature, few references exist that document what and how design variables are modiﬁed to
generate a low-boom conﬁguration for a target area or pressure distribution. (See, for example, refs. 14,20,
21,23,29.) The most detailed description was given by Makino et al.,29 who used 14 numerical optimization
iterations to modify 8 control points of a B-spline representation of the fuselage geometry over the selected
segments of the fuselage. Recently, Makino and Kroo39 used an Akima spline representation of the radius
distribution of an axisymmetric fuselage with seven control points for sonic-boom minimization using genetic
algorithms. Their work showed very promising results for shaped boom conﬁgurations with tails and nacelles.
One signiﬁcant contribution of this work is the demonstration that, with an appropriate combination of the
objective function and the design space parameterization, one could use a numerical optimization method
to generate conﬁgurations with shaped boom signatures. However, one practical diﬃculty of using Makino
and Kroo’s optimization method is the choice of design variables and their ranges. Makino and Kroo stated
in Section II of ref. 39 that “the ranges of the design variables are speciﬁed so that they can represent both
low-drag and low-boom conﬁgurations while they are kept as small as possible for fast design convergence.”
In practice, identifying a priori the parametric design space that will include low-boom conﬁgurations is
nearly impossible.
Because of the diﬃculty of designing a reasonably well-blended wing-body supersonic conﬁguration for
high-ﬁdelity CFD analysis, the current conceptual design framework at Langley Research Center is based on
a modiﬁed linear solution of forces and moments acting on twisted and cambered lifting surfaces of arbitrary
planform for aerodynamic analysis and classical sonic-boom minimization theory for low-boom conﬁguration
design.
For a complete supersonic conﬁguration with tails and nacelles, considerable time and eﬀort is generally
required to develop a low-boom conﬁguration with some kind of practical considerations such as mission
requirements. After overcoming the initial challenges of designing an aircraft layout, such as wing planform
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and nacelle locations (see, for example, refs. 21 and 20), one might ﬁnd that the resulting conﬁguration
cannot be modiﬁed to match the target equivalent area distribution due to lack of volume between the target
distribution and the equivalent area distribution due to lift. Several iterations are required before one gets
a supersonic conﬁguration that could be reshaped as a low-boom conﬁguration. With this semiempirical
method,24 a considerable amount of time can be spent shaping the fuselage to achieve relatively good
agreement between the conﬁguration’s area distribution and the target, such as shown in ﬁgure 9 of ref. 21.
However, signiﬁcant diﬀerences can still exist between the corresponding ground signatures. (See ﬁgure 13
of ref. 21.) A similar mismatch between the conﬁguration’s equivalent area distribution and the target were
also reported in ref. 20 because of the nacelles.
In this paper, we will only focus on developing an interactive optimization method for solving the inverse
design problem of modifying the fuselage geometry to match a given target equivalent area distribution. In
principle, the method is also applicable for solving the inverse design problem of modifying the fuselage ge-
ometry for a given near-ﬁeld pressure distribution. The goal is to develop a practical optimization procedure
for fuselage shaping that designers could use to develop low-boom concepts quickly, with a turnaround time
of days instead of months, without any prior knowledge of any appropriate parameterization of the design
space.
A. Sonic-Boom Analysis Framework
For a given gross takeoﬀ weight of 96,500 lb, cruise altitude of 53,000 ft, cruise Mach of 1.8, an initial
overpressure (0.5 psf), and two parameters deﬁning the ground signature shape (the length of the ﬂattop
and the slope of the ramp), the sonic-boom minimization code, Hybrid,16 can generate a target equivalent
area distribution for a conﬁguration with a conic fuselage nose18 and minimum eﬀective length. When other
parameters are ﬁxed, as the length of ﬂattop is increased, either the eﬀective length increases or the initial
overpressure increases. The boom signatures shown in ﬁgure 1(a) were generated by changing the length of
the ﬂattop while ﬁxing the eﬀective length.
Figure 3. Aircraft geometry defined by grid points.
This particular aircraft geometry is deﬁned by six aircraft components: fuselage, wing, nacelle (one
circular shell and one pylon), and T-tail (one vertical tail and one horizontal tail), with no deﬁnition of
intersections. Each component is deﬁned by a ﬁxed number of cross sections with a ﬁxed number of points
on each cross section. (See ﬁgure 3.) An analytical surface form of each component can be generated by
a B-spline interpolation of the grid points, but we use the piecewise linear interpolation for surface points
between the given grid points because it is suﬃcient for numerical calculation of the equivalent areas. If
enough grid points are used, then the diﬀerence between a B-spline surface representation and the piecewise
linear interpolation is negligible.
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In this paper, we only consider fuselages with circular cross sections. A circular fuselage is deﬁned by
a camber line z = f(x) and a radius distribution z = r(x). The fuselage surface points (x, y, z) satisfy the
equation y2 +(z− f(x))2 = r(x)2. Of course, the graphs of z = f(x) and z = r(x) are piecewise linear inter-
polants of the given data sets {(x0, f(x0)), (x1, f(x1)), . . . , (xn, f(xn))} and {(x0, r0), (x1, r1), . . . , (xn, rn)},
respectively. Figure 4 shows a side view of the fuselage geometry. Note that the top and bottom surfaces
are deﬁned by zu = f(x) + r(x) and zl = f(x) − r(x), respectively. The camber line is designed to achieve
three purposes: (i) at the cruise angle of attack, the front part of the fuselage behaves essentially like a body
of revolution along the stream line; (ii) the cabin ﬂoor angle will be within some acceptable limits; and (iii)
the aft part of the fuselage camber increases the eﬀective length of the conﬁguration and enhances ground
clearance during rotation for takeoﬀ and landing. These are knowledge-based practical considerations for a
credible aircraft conﬁguration.
Figure 4. Side view of fuselage geometry defined by circular cross sections.
AWAVE40 is used to evaluate the equivalent area distribution due to volume and a modiﬁed linear
method41 is used to evaluate the longitudinal lift distribution. These distributions are then used by
PBOOM42 to evaluate the sonic-boom ground signature of the conﬁguration.
A ModelCenter43 wrapper of the sonic-boom analysis was implemented by Lori Ozoroski and Karl Geisel-
hart of Aeronautics Systems Analysis Branch at NASA Langley Research Center. This wrapper is used as
the basis for developing the current interactive inverse design optimization process for low-boom concepts.
The current low-boom conceptual design process ﬁrst determines a layout for all of the components,
designs a wing that suﬃciently satisﬁes mission requirements, and then reshapes the fuselage (by modifying
the discrete radius distribution ri, as shown in ﬁgure 4) to achieve a low-boom conﬁguration. Figure 5 shows
the ModelCenter layout of the analysis and optimization tools used in the low-boom conceptual design
process.
B. Intrinsic Diﬃculties of Matching Equivalent Areas
We shall use two numerical examples to illustrate the diﬃculties of ﬁnding an axisymmetric fuselage for
which the equivalent area distribution matches a given target distribution. The ﬁrst example shows a smooth
target equivalent area distribution that cannot be matched by the equivalent area of any nonoscillatory
fuselage shape; the second example shows that one smooth fuselage and another oscillatory fuselage have
the same smooth equivalent area distribution. In this subsection, the equivalent area is computed under the
assumptions that the cruise M = 1.8 and the fuselage is at an angle of attack of 1.94 degrees. The fuselage
geometry is deﬁned by its radius distribution at 120 equally spaced longitudinal locations.
The radius distribution of an axisymmetric fuselage is deﬁned as follows: r(0) = r(135) = 0, r(45) =
3, r(90) = 2.7; r(x) is a quadratic function for 0 ≤ x ≤ 45, r(x) is a linear function for 45 ≤ x ≤ 90; r(x)
is a quadratic function for 90 ≤ x ≤ 135; and r(x) has continuous ﬁrst derivatives at x = 45 and x = 90.
This radius distribution is plotted as “Original” in ﬁgure 6(a). Then a target equivalent area distribution
is generated as follows: Ae,target(x) = Ae(x) + ΔA(x), where Ae(x) is the equivalent area distribution of
the original fuselage and ΔA(x) = 0.0384(x− 35)2(x − 40)2 if 35 ≤ x ≤ 40 and ΔA(x) = 0 otherwise. An
optimal fuselage is obtained by using a numerical optimization code that modiﬁes the original fuselage for
matching the equivalent area distributions.
Figure 6(b) shows the equivalent area distributions for the original and optimal fuselages, as well as the
target distribution. Note that the distribution for the optimal fuselage closely matches the target distribution,
with maximum error equaling about 0.3. (See the secondary axis in ﬁgure 6(b) for the area diﬀerence.) This
value is about one percent for the relative ﬁtting error. However, the optimal fuselage is quite oscillatory.
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Figure 5. ModelCenter layout of the low-boom conceptual design process.
(a) Comparison of Fuselage Radii (b) Comparison of Equivalent Areas
Figure 6. Fuselage shapes and equivalent area distributions for the oscillatory case.
The oscillations are intrinsic in this case. To match the target equivalent area distribution, the fuselage radii
must increase over the range 35 < x < 40, which force the radii just before x = 35 and after x = 40 to
decrease so that the equivalent areas for these x values will not change. These changes lead to a wavelike
eﬀect on the fuselage shape. (See ﬁgure 6(a).) In other words, if the diﬀerence between the current and
target equivalent area distributions is a local bump, then oscillatory shape modiﬁcations may be necessary
for matching the equivalent area distributions.
In the second example, the target equivalent area distribution is deﬁned as follows: Ae,target(x) = Ae(x)+
ΔA(x), where Ae(x) is the equivalent area distribution of the original fuselage, ΔA(x) = 0.000005(x −
35)2(x − 95)2 if 35 ≤ x ≤ 95 and ΔA(x) = 0 otherwise. The same numerical optimization code is used
for matching the equivalent area distributions with two diﬀerent initial guesses. The ﬁrst initial guess is a
fuselage for which the radius distribution is deﬁned as
√
Ae,target(x)/π, and the second initial guess is the
original fuselage. The two initial guesses lead to two diﬀerent fuselages, labeled “Solution I” and “Solution
II” in ﬁgure 7(a), for which the equivalent area distributions are in very good agreement with the target
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(a) Comparison of Fuselage Radii (b) Comparison of Equivalent Areas
Figure 7. Fuselage shapes and equivalent area distributions for the multiple solution case.
distribution. (See the secondary axis in ﬁgure 7(b) for the area diﬀerence.)
The matching errors in ﬁgure 7(b) suggest that “Solution II” is not as optimal as “Solution I.” However,
the maximum matching error of 0.2 for “Solution II” is smaller than the 0.3 seen in the previous example.
Without knowing the existence of “Solution I,” one might be more than willing to accept such a good match
of the equivalent area distributions. The obvious kinks in the radius distribution for “Solution II” (see ﬁgure
7(a)) suggest that a large number of design variables for fuselage geometry modiﬁcations might lead to
unnecessary oscillations in the fuselage shape. In this case, both the radius and equivalent area distributions
are evaluated at 120 equally spaced locations between 0 and 135. Barger and Adams23 had a more dramatic
example of one smooth and one oscillatory fuselage with the same equivalent area distribution evaluated at
27 locations. These examples indicate that the inverse problem of matching equivalent area distributions
could have multiple solutions.
C. Smoothest Shape Modiﬁcations
Two approaches can be used to avoid the diﬃculties illustrated in the previous subsection. The ﬁrst one
is to use a spline parametric representation of the fuselage radius distribution with a few (5 to 8) control
points.29, 36–39 For a complex conﬁguration, such a parametric representation of fuselage radius distribution
may be inadequate for fuselage shaping to match a target equivalent area distribution. In a case where
a desirable fuselage shape could not be obtained, one would be left with lingering doubts whether the
design space is large enough to include the right solution. In many cases, the choice of parametric forms
for the design space determines whether or not a numerically optimal solution yields a meaningful design.
The second approach is to allow almost arbitrary modiﬁcations of the fuselage shape, but the optimization
algorithm only seeks the smoothest modiﬁcation for design improvement iteratively. A successful application
of this strategy has been demonstrated for transonic airfoil shape optimization.44
Note that fuselage shape change can be facilitated by a change in r(x), denoted by Δr(x). An important
issue is identifying a criterion to be used for desirable design improvements during optimization iterations.
For numerical minimization problems, two basic strategies determine the desirable modiﬁcations for gradient-
based optimization methods. The ﬁrst is based on some numerical convergence rule, and the modiﬁcations
are made to achieve fast convergence to a local minimum solution (such as Newton methods). These types
of methods usually do not work well for complex engineering design optimization problems as a result of
numerical errors in the sensitivity calculations of those functions for which the values are generated by
computer codes. The second strategy is to ﬁnd a modiﬁcation that achieves the greatest reduction of the
objective function value in each iteration, such as the steep descent method, and terminates if no design
improvement can be made. In our limited experience, this type of method only works when an appropriate
parametric design space is used. Many examples can be found in literature about unrealistic but numerically
optimal solutions of shape optimization problems. In practice, no mathematical model could cover all of
the physics related to aircraft. System analysts are well aware that numerical optimization methods tend to
generate impractical or even absurd concepts.
The smoothest shape modiﬁcation44 can also be considered as an optimization strategy, based on the
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following two principles: (i) smoother shape modiﬁcations are more desirable than oscillatory ones, and (ii)
smaller shape modiﬁcations are more reliable than larger ones if they have the same predicted reduction of
the objective function. While the ﬁrst principle doesn’t require much explanation, the second one needs some
justiﬁcation. In general, among the feasible modiﬁcations that achieve the same predicted reduction of the
objective function, the smallest shape modiﬁcation has the best chance of actually reducing the value of the
objective function because the prediction error of a linear Taylor approximation increases as the magnitude
of the shape modiﬁcations increases. Moreover, the second principle helps to eliminate unnecessary and
random shape modiﬁcations (perhaps one major reason for unrealistic optimal shapes when the number of
design variables is large) and makes the modiﬁcations more relevant to desirable performance improvement
based on simulation models.
To deﬁne the smoothest shape modiﬁcation scheme for fuselage shape optimization, we use a cubic B-
spline interpolation z = r(x) of the discrete fuselage radius distribution (x0, r0), (x1, r1), . . . , (xn, rn), where
0 = x0 < x1 < . . . < xn = l (the length of the fuselage). Then, fuselage shape modiﬁcations can be
represented by a cubic B-spline Δr(x) with knots at x0, x1, . . . , xn.
The third derivative Δr(3)(x) of Δr(x) is a piecewise constant function. That is,
Δr(3)(x) = Δr(3)i for xi−1 < x < xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (1)
where Δr(3)i are scalars. From equation (1), one can impose an upper bound δ on |Δr(3)(x)| for all x by
using the following system of linear inequalities:
−δ ≤ Δr(3)
(
xi−1 + xi
2
)
≤ δ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (2)
Note that the radii at the fuselage nose and tail are 0. So r(x0) = r(xn) = Δr(x0) = Δr(xn) = 0. If δ = 0,
then Δr(3)(x) = 0 or Δr(x) is a quadratic function, which results in a very smooth but not necessarily small
shape modiﬁcation. In fact, if Δr(x) = (x − x0)(x − xn), then equation (2) is always true for any δ ≥ 0.
Therefore, equation (2) does not control the magnitude of the shape modiﬁcation. To control the magnitude
of the shape modiﬁcation indirectly, we add two additional constraints on the second derivative Δr′′(x) of
Δr(x) for smoothness control:
−δ ≤ Δr′′(x0) ≤ δ and −δ ≤ Δr′′(xn) ≤ δ (3)
Then, constraints (2) and (3) with δ = 0 will force Δr(x) = 0 because it is the only quadratic function that
satisﬁes the conditions Δr(x0) = Δr(xn) = Δr′′(x0) = Δr′′(xn) = 0. By using calculus and assuming that
l ≥ 15, one could prove that constraints (2) and (3) imply
|Δr(x)| ≤ 0.2 l3 δ for 0 ≤ x ≤ l (4)
That is, when δ is small, constraints (2) and (3) guarantee that Δr(x) represents a small and smooth fuselage
modiﬁcation.
The smoothest shape modiﬁcation strategy aims to achieve a given reduction rate of the objective function
by using a shape modiﬁcation Δr(x) that minimizes the maximum value of |Δr(3)i | (0 ≤ i ≤ n), |Δr′′(x0)|,
and |Δr′′(xn)|. This strategy forces smooth shape modiﬁcations and tries to keep modiﬁed conﬁgurations
as close to the existing one as possible.
D. Fuselage Shape Optimization for Boom Minimization
Let Ae,i be the total equivalent area of the conﬁguration at xe,i, where 0 = xe,0 < xe,1 < . . . < xe,m = le
are the given eﬀective distances. The total equivalent area Ae,i includes the equivalent area due to volume
and the equivalent area due to lift. (See refs. 23 and 24 for calculation of the equivalent area due to volume,
and see equation (3) in ref. 45 for calculation of the equivalent area due to lift.) Let Afe,i be the equivalent
area of the fuselage volume at xe,i and let A∗e,i be a target equivalent area at xe,i for low-boom design. The
design variables are fuselage radii at a given set of x locations: 0 = x0 < x1 < . . . < xn = l.
The inverse design optimization problem is to ﬁnd a fuselage shape such that
G(r1, . . . , rn−1) =
m∑
i=0
(Ae,i −A∗e,i)2
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is minimized. Unfortunately, no fuselage shape may exist that matches the target area distribution exactly
(i.e., the minimum value of G is not zero) or multiple fuselage shapes may exist that make G almost zero.
The problem is that a smaller value of G does not make the corresponding ground signature closer to the
target ground signature. Therefore, in the case of no exact match, the goal is to match the equivalent area
distributions as closely as possible over the longest possible range starting at xe = 0. (See, for example,
ﬁgure 9 of ref. 21 and ﬁgure 21 of ref. 20.)
For convenience, we use a column vector r to denote the design variables r1, . . . , rn−1 and a row vector ∂G∂r
to denote the gradient vector of partial derivatives of G with respect to r1, . . . , rn−1. Then, for any particular
design vector rk, the linear Taylor polynomial approximation L(rk,Δr) of G at rk can be expressed as
G(rk +Δr)−G(rk) ≈ L(rk,Δr) =
〈
∂G
∂r
(
rk
)
,Δr
〉
(5)
After tedious calculations, one could get algebraic formulas of G and ∂G∂r .
Now we are ready to describe a scheme for the interactive inverse design optimization of the fuselage
shape for low-boom supersonic concepts. This scheme, called BOSS, uses the smoothest shape modiﬁcations
of the fuselage to make the equivalent area distribution move toward the target distribution interactively via
some simple control parameters.
Algorithm for Boom Optimization Using Smoothest Shape Modiﬁcations (BOSS)
1. Smoothness of shape modiﬁcations. Let r0 be the current design vector. Choose a smoothness
control parameter s between 0 and 10, where s = 10 means the smoothest shape modiﬁcations are
used and s = 0 means no smoothness control is used for shape modiﬁcations. The appendix describes
how the smoothness control parameter s is used to deﬁne the feasible set of design variables.
2. Reduction of matching errors. Inspect the diﬀerences between the equivalent area of the conﬁgura-
tion and the target. Choose an interval of eﬀective distances 0 ≤ xe,start < xe,end ≤ le and the intended
reduction rate ρ (0 < ρ ≤ 1) for the accumulated matching error Gˆ over the range xe,start ≤ xe ≤ xe,end.
3. Selection of active design variables. Determine the largest interval xstart ≤ x ≤ xend such that
the accumulated matching error outside of xe,start ≤ xe ≤ xe,end is independent of small changes of ri
whenever xi < xstart or xi > xend.
4. Optimization iteration. For the given smoothness control parameter s, use an appropriate combi-
nation of the smoothest shape modiﬁcation scheme and a trust region scheme to modify the design
variables ri that correspond to xstart ≤ xi ≤ xend for reduction of the total matching error G until no
further reduction is possible or G is reduced by ρGˆ.
One key idea for optimization iteration in BOSS is to couple the smoothness constraints (2) and (3) with
the following trust region constraints:
−λsδ ≤ Δr(xi) ≤ λsδ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 (6)
The scaling parameter λs > 0 is determined by s such that: if s = 10, the constraints (6) are automatically
satisﬁed whenever equations (2) and (3) hold; if s = 0, the constraints (2) and (3) are automatically satisﬁed
whenever equation (6) holds; in general, the value of λs aims to maintain the ratio of the number of active
constraints in equations (2) and (3) versus the total number of active constraints as close as possible to s/10.
It is a heuristic rule to transition from the smoothest shape modiﬁcation scheme to a standard trust region
scheme. The exact calculation of λs is given in the appendix.
The selection of active design variables means no change of inactive design variables:
Δr(xi) = 0 for xi < xstart or xi > xend (7)
The optimization iteration process is to solve a sequence of subproblems that minimize the linear approx-
imation L(rk,Δr) under constraints in equations (2), (3), (6), and (7). However, instead of using numerical
convergence rules, we use an objective function reduction rule to control the iterations.
The waiting time for a BOSS solution is indirectly controlled by users via two easy-to-understand control
parameters: ρ and s. Obviously, if ρ is smaller, then the goal of the reduction of the objective function by
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ρGˆ is easier to achieve; moreover, if less restriction is imposed on the smoothness of Δr(x) (i.e., a smaller
value of s is used), then the reduction goal is also easier to achieve. A maximum waiting time of about
three minutes is also implemented by setting a default value of 200 for the maximum number of iterations.
As a result, BOSS terminates quickly with either a desirable solution or the best solution possible. This
implementation allows a user to experiment with various choices of xe,start, xe,end, ρ, and s to close the gap
interactively between the conﬁguration’s area distribution and the target. If an optimization iteration fails
to ﬁnd a desirable solution, then either no further improvement could be made in the speciﬁed range or any
further reduction of G may require the use of less smooth fuselage shapes. The main usage of ρ is to reduce
potential derivative bumps near the end points xstart and xend of the active design variables. The smoothness
constraints in equation (2) usually do not allow derivative bumps near the end points xstart and xend in each
iteration. However, a large value of ρGˆ might require many tiny derivative bumps to be accumulated during
the iterations. If this happens, then one could use a reduced value of ρ and run BOSS several times with
diﬀerent values of xe,start and xe,end sequentially to achieve the desired reduction of G while avoiding any
accumulation of derivative bumps. (See the appendix for the details of the optimization iteration in BOSS.)
VI. A Case Study of Low-Boom Supersonic Conceptual Design
To demonstrate how BOSS can assist conceptual designers design low-boom supersonic concepts, in the
following subsections, we document a design process for developing a low-boom supersonic concept from a
low-drag supersonic concept.
A. Conﬁguration Layout Design
A previously designed business jet conﬁguration, shown in ﬁgure 8, was used as a starting point to develop
a low-boom conﬁguration. No consideration was given to the boom signature when this conﬁguration was
developed. It was developed to achieve the best performance, expressed as maximum range, for a given
takeoﬀ gross weight of 100,000 lb and a balanced ﬁeld length of 7,000 ft. The cabin was to be equivalent to
that of a Citation X and the cruise Mach number was 1.8. This conﬁguration was designed at the conceptual
level to satisfy all of the practical considerations of the various disciplines, such as aerodynamics, structures,
systems, low-speed performance, stability and control, and landing gear placement.
Figure 8. 3-view of a supersonic business jet concept designed for performance.
The wing planform was designed to achieve good supersonic cruise performance while maintaining ade-
quate low-speed performance for takeoﬀ and landing. Many studies done in conjunction with the High Speed
Research Program and earlier supersonic transport studies have shown that a cranked arrow-type planform
is the preferred wing planform for most supersonic cruise missions that have a signiﬁcant range requirement.
The high leading-edge sweep angles of the inboard portion of the wing yield a low normal leading-edge Mach
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number and an adequate lifting length for drag minimization at cruise. The size and leading-edge sweep of
the outboard panels were selected to minimize induced drag and maintain adequate low-speed performance
for takeoﬀ and landing with a minimum impact on the supersonic cruise performance.
Previous studies regarding leading-edge ﬂaps on the inboard portion of the wing have shown an insensi-
tivity to the leading-edge camber because of the low normal Mach number on these highly swept sections.
Instead, improving the low-speed performance by increasing the leading-edge radius is more eﬀective than
using leading-edge ﬂaps, which add weight and complexity to the wing. Leading-edge ﬂaps on the outboard
portion of the wing could have some aerodynamic beneﬁt, but the challenge of integrating them into the thin
outboard panel at this point appears to override any beneﬁt. Trailing-edge ﬂaps are used over the complete
span because they can enhance the low-speed performance of the wing signiﬁcantly. The trailing-edge ﬂaps
can also be used asymmetrically for roll control.
Aggressive use of fuselage area ruling was used to minimize wave drag. This was possible because the
cabin area terminates just past the beginning of the main wing area. Fuel is carried in both the fuselage and
wing. A signiﬁcant portion of the fuel is carried in the fuselage aft of the cabin area. A T-tail arrangement
is used for the vertical and horizontal tails mainly to minimize the blocking of airﬂow over the tails by
the wing at takeoﬀ and landing angles of attack. The all-moving horizontal tail was sized for pitch control
during takeoﬀ and landing, and the vertical tail was sized using statistical data for engine-out conditions.
The nacelles are located on the aft upper portion of the fuselage. This location is advantageous because it
provides some noise shielding and alleviates the risk of foreign-object ingestion during takeoﬀ and landing.
(a) Comparison of Equivalent Areas (b) Comparison of Ground Signatures
Figure 9. Equivalent area distribution and ground signature of a low-drag supersonic concept.
B. Low-Boom Design by Fuselage Shaping
The boom signature and the total equivalent area distribution of the performance conﬁguration were
analyzed using the ModelCenter model and compared with a hybrid low-boom ground signature (with
an initial overpressure of 0.5 psf) and the corresponding total equivalent area distribution. Because no
actual guidelines exist for deﬁning an acceptable low-boom signature at this time, the hybrid signature is
chosen as an acceptable target because it appears to allow for a more viable conﬁguration than a ﬂattop
signature. The diﬃculty in using a ﬂattop design is discussed later. The total equivalent area distribution
that corresponds to this ground signature is calculated using the HYBRID code, which is also included
in the ModelCenter model. Figure 9(a) illustrates the signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the total equivalent
areas for the performance conﬁguration and the target. As stated in much of the literature that relates to
low-boom design, the nose shape is critical to a shaped signature; therefore, the conﬁguration area must
match the target equivalent area closely near the nose. The other signiﬁcant diﬀerences over the rest of the
conﬁguration can also have profound impact on the signature. The resulting boom signature is shown in
ﬁgure 9(b). Although not exactly an N-wave, the peak of approximately 1.1 psf is only a few milliseconds
after the initial overpressure, and the smallest diﬀerences in ﬂight conditions will result in the typical N-wave
that is seen in virtually all supersonic conﬁgurations not designed speciﬁcally for a low-boom requirement.
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(a) Comparison of Equivalent Areas (b) Comparison of Ground Signatures
Figure 10. Use of BOSS to obtain a low-boom concept by modifying the fuselage radii of the low-drag concept.
The BOSS tool was used next to modify the fuselage areas to reduce the diﬀerences between the target and
design equivalent areas. The BOSS tool allows signiﬁcant ﬂexibility in the way it can be used. In this case,
the assumption was made that signiﬁcant changes in the fuselage areas could be tolerated. The range over
which BOSS was used was from 0 to 120 ft, in an eﬀort to match the target equivalent area curve using almost
the complete fuselage length. The smoothness control was set at fairly smooth (s = 7) and the reduction rate
ρ was set at 55 percent. Figure 10(a) shows that for approximately 60 percent of the eﬀective distance range,
a reasonable ﬁt to the target can be accomplished. For the remaining portion of the eﬀective distance range,
the fuselage cross-section areas have decreased to near zero (see ﬁgure 11), but the corresponding equivalent
areas do not match the target curve (see ﬁgure 10(a)). BOSS, therefore, quickly reveals that developing a
feasible low-boom conﬁguration by fuselage shaping alone would be extremely diﬃcult. Furthermore, ﬁgure
10(b) shows that the signature for such a conﬁguration would not show any signature shaping beneﬁt. This
exercise also points out that a well-designed performance-based wing planform is probably not feasible for
use on a low-boom conﬁguration. Modiﬁcations to the planform are necessary to increase the lifting length
of the conﬁguration and distribute the lift of the conﬁguration in a manner that allows for suﬃcient volume
for the fuselage. Changes to the wing planform primarily include higher leading-edge sweep angles for all
segments of the wing. These changes could actually enhance the cruise performance of the conﬁguration if the
optimum camber shape could be used, but this enhancement comes at the expense of low-speed performance,
which is critical to takeoﬀ and landing, and may result in a range penalty for the overall conﬁguration.
Figure 11. Side view of the low-drag fuselage shape and the modified fuselage shape generated by BOSS.
The planform modiﬁcations are outside the scope of this paper but are nonetheless necessary to obtain
a viable low-boom conﬁguration. Some experience in low-boom supersonic conﬁguration design is desirable
to make these changes. The ModelCenter model includes a component called PlanformDesign, which allows
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some changes to be made easily to the original wing planform. This component was used in an iterative
manner with both PBOOM and the signature calculation components to change the wing planform until
enough volume could be included in the fuselage to develop a viable conﬁguration. The fuselage was also
lengthened by 5 ft so that more fuselage area was available to meet the target equivalent area curve and
to make trimming and rotation easier. The ModelCenter model also includes a component, called Compo-
nentProcessing, for smoothing and changing fuselage shapes. ComponentProcessing was used to modify the
fuselage camber to more closely follow the camber shape of the inboard portion of the low-boom wing.
Figure 12. 3-view of a low-boom supersonic business jet concept.
After these modiﬁcations are completed, the BOSS component is used to modify the fuselage radii for
quick closure to a conﬁguration that has a smooth fuselage shape with an acceptable low-boom ground
signature. Because signiﬁcant diﬀerences exist between the current equivalent area distribution and the
target, in the ﬁrst pass through BOSS, the range over which modiﬁcations could be made is set from
xe,start = 0 to xe,end = 120 ft, the reduction rate ρ is set high at 80 percent, and the criteria for smoothness
was set at fairly smooth shape (s = 7). These settings allow the fuselage area distribution to rapidly
approach the target over a signiﬁcant portion of the eﬀective distance range. The results are fed back into the
ComponentProcessing program, where smoothing and changes to the fuselage camber line or area distribution
can be made. In the second pass through BOSS, ﬁtting is done on only the ﬁrst 20 ft of the conﬁguration
because the nose shape is critical to shaping the signature. This process of ﬁtting the area distribution to
the target using BOSS and then changing and smoothing the fuselage shape with ComponentProcessing is
usually done several times until the fuselage area distribution and resulting boom signature are acceptable.
Modifying the fuselage radii to match a target equivalent area distribution has in the past been one of
the more time-consuming tasks in the low-boom supersonic conceptual design process. BOSS not only
accomplishes this task much faster but also, when used in conjunction with the smoothing capability in
the ComponentProcessing program, allows for a fuselage area distribution that can be smooth in the second
derivative. This is a feature that is highly desirable when attempting to achieve an acceptable low-boom
signature. Figure 12 shows the ﬁnal low-boom conﬁguration. While the resulting ground signature resembles
the target signature pattern (see ﬁgure 13(b)), the diﬀerences between the equivalent area distributions are
quite visible after xe = 50 ft. (See ﬁgure 13(a).)
The ﬁnal equivalent area distribution in ﬁgure 13(a) is a low-boom area distribution derived by a designer,
via a trial-and-error approach using planform modiﬁcations and fuselage shaping in succession, to best match
the “unmatchable” target area distribution. This process usually takes several days to complete. A more
desirable but unavailable method is to generate a target area distribution for a low-boom ground signature
that is known a priori to be realizable by a credible supersonic concept with nacelles and tails.
Note that BOSS can be used to shape the fuselage for an almost perfect match of the equivalent areas.
As an illustration, we run BOSS seven times with xe,start = 0, xe,end = 130 ft, and the reduction rate ρ = 30
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(a) Comparison of Equivalent Areas (b) Comparison of Ground Signatures
Figure 13. Equivalent area distribution and ground signature of a low-boom concept.
percent after obtaining the low-boom fuselage. The resulting numerically optimum fuselage is shown in ﬁgure
14, with the corresponding area distribution and signature plotted in ﬁgures 15(a) and 15(b), respectively.
The smoothness control parameter (s) for each BOSS run is set to the highest value, from among 2, 3, 4,
and 5, which allows a successful termination of BOSS. From the secondary axis in ﬁgure 15(a), one can
see that the absolute diﬀerence between the equivalent area of the numerically optimum concept and the
target is less than 0.1 up to xe = 100 ft. However, ﬁgure 14 shows that the numerically optimum fuselage
shape is oscillatory and cannot be considered as a credible design. Thus, BOSS is capable of providing a
numerically optimum solution to the inverse design problem in most cases, but the diﬃcult part is ﬁnding a
nearly optimal solution that can be considered as a credible conceptual design.
Figure 14. Side view of low-boom fuselage and numerically optimum fuselage.
C. Trades Between Low Boom and Aerodynamic Eﬃciency
The decision to not further reduce the diﬀerences between the two equivalent area distributions shown
in ﬁgure 13(a) was also inﬂuenced by aerodynamic performance considerations. Adding additional area
to the aft body of the fuselage was beginning to produce signiﬁcant increases in the wave drag. A closer
match in this area was not necessary to attain the initial overpressure desired, and any further wave drag
increase would have an appreciable adverse eﬀect on the performance of the conﬁguration. It was decided
that the conﬁguration without the additional area was the best compromise between an acceptable low-boom
signature and the performance of the conﬁguration while still satisfying the other practical constraints that
are deemed necessary. This type of trade-oﬀ is diﬃcult to balance in a rigorous manner when designing
a low-boom supersonic conﬁguration at the conceptual level. Eﬀorts to use purely numerical optimization
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(a) Comparison of Equivalent Areas (b) Comparison of Ground Signatures
Figure 15. Equivalent area distribution and ground signature of a numerically optimum concept.
methods usually lead to dubious conﬁgurations as a result of the lack of meaningful mathematical deﬁnitions
for some of the practical constraints used by designers.
Performance of the low-boom conﬁguration was calculated based on an initial gross takeoﬀ weight of
100,000 lb. Low-speed and high-speed polars were calculated using the modiﬁed linear methods WINGDES
and AERO2S,46 and wave drag was calculated using AWAVE.40 These data, along with the geometric
properties of the conﬁguration, were entered in the sizing and performance code FLOPS.47 Sizing was
handled by holding the gross takeoﬀ weight at 100,000 lb, while thrust and wing area were the design
variables. The primary constraints were takeoﬀ and landing ﬁeld length, with takeoﬀ ﬁeld length being
the most critical. The modiﬁcations of the fuselage shape and wing planform to achieve a viable low-boom
conﬁguration decreased the low-speed aerodynamic performance; thus, the engine size had to increase to
meet the takeoﬀ constraint. To a lesser extent, the fuselage shaping for low boom also increased the wave
drag, which had an adverse impact on the cruise portion of the mission. The overall impact of the changes
that were made to create a viable low-boom conﬁguration resulted in a decrease in range from 3,500 n.m. to
3,000 n.m., or about a 15 percent decrease in performance when measured in this manner. A fruitful area
for further design reﬁnement is how to modify the conﬁguration to minimize this penalty and maintain an
acceptable low-boom signature.
D. Eﬀects of Target Ground Signatures
After a viable low-boom conﬁguration is obtained, studies can be completed quickly to determine how
variations in the target signature would impact the conﬁguration. One such variation would be to change
our target signature from a hybrid to a ﬂattop signature. Flattop signatures are less likely than the hybrid
signatures to be degraded by changes in the atmosphere. The ﬂattop target signature is generated by
changing the slope parameter in the HYBRID code, which also calculates the corresponding total target
equivalent area distribution. The fuselage of the conﬁguration is then modiﬁed using BOSS to match the
target equivalent area distribution, and the results are shown in ﬁgures 16(a) and 16(b). Figure 16(a)
shows that BOSS matched the target equivalent area distribution quite well, and ﬁgure 16(b) shows that
the signature is indeed approaching a ﬂattop shape with only a few BOSS runs. However, ﬁgure 17 shows
that the fuselage cross-section areas in the aft portion of the fuselage decrease to the extent that obtaining a
viable low-boom conﬁguration by fuselage shaping alone would be diﬃcult. Therefore, designing a supersonic
concept with a ﬂattop signature requires either further wing planform changes or lengthening of the fuselage
or both. Because these types of studies can be done quickly, many such questions about how fundamental
changes to the conﬁguration aﬀect the viability of the conﬁguration and the impact they have on the signature
can be addressed at the conceptual design level with little eﬀort. It is important to answer as many of these
questions as possible early in the design process before more time-consuming and expensive analyses and
tests are performed.
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(a) Comparison of Equivalent Areas (b) Comparison of Signatures
Figure 16. Ground signature and area distribution of a flattop supersonic concept.
Figure 17. Side view of the fuselage for the flattop concept.
VII. Relationship Between Area Distribution and Ground Signature
From the previous case study of low-boom conceptual design, it is clear that a target area distribution
derived from the SGD theory may not be realized by a practical supersonic concept with nacelles and
tails. The designer must ﬁnd a conﬁguration for which the equivalent area distribution closely matches the
target in such a way that the resulting ground signature is similar to the target low-boom signature. The
ground signature of the ﬁnal low-boom concept may be similar to the target signature (see ﬁgure 13(b)),
but the two equivalent area distributions are visibly diﬀerent. (See ﬁgure 13(a).) Even with almost perfect
matching of equivalent area distributions, “saw-tooth” oscillations still exist in the ground signature of the
conﬁguration. (See ﬁgures 15(a) and 15(b).) These results show two characteristics of the relationship
between the equivalent area distribution and the ground signature: (i) similarly shaped ground signatures
can have signiﬁcantly diﬀerent equivalent area distributions, and (ii) “saw-tooth” oscillations in ground
signatures are unavoidable for supersonic concepts with nacelles and tails. In this section, we attempt to
provide some insight into these two characteristics of the relationship between the equivalent area distribution
and the boom signature.
Let E be the region bounded above by the maximum value and below by the minimum value of the Ae
distributions for ramp, hybrid 1, ..., hybrid 4, and ﬂattop signatures plotted in ﬁgure 1(a). Then, the Ae
distribution for the low-boom design lies in E for xe < 80 ft. (See ﬁgure 18.) We can conjecture that other
Ae distributions can be found in the envelope region E with low-boom ground signature. No general method
exists to deﬁne a target Ae distribution in E with a low-boom ground signature. However, one can easily
construct low-boom Ae distributions that are diﬀerent from those derived by the SGD theory.
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Figure 18. Deviations of other equivalent area distributions from that for Hybrid 2.
Let Ae,1(xe) and Ae,2(xe) be two Ae distributions that correspond to the low-boom signatures plotted
in ﬁgure 1(a). Then, the following convex combination A∗e(xe) of these two Ae distributions also has a
low-boom ground signature
A∗e(xe) = τ(xe)Ae,1(xe) + [1− τ(xe)]Ae,2(xe) (8)
where τ(xe) is a linear polynomial with its values between 0 and 1 for 0 ≤ xe ≤ le. Figure 19(a) shows how
the three constructed Ae distributions diﬀer from the Ae distribution for the hybrid 2 (H2) signature, where
HiHj denotes a convex combination of hybrid i and hybrid j. These constructed Ae distributions have the
same characteristics as the original hybrid signatures. See ﬁgure 19(b).
(a) Comparison of Equivalent Areas (b) Comparison of Signatures
Figure 19. Ground signature and area distribution of a flattop supersonic concept.
The need for a new target Ae distribution usually arises when the given target becomes incompatible
with the volume requirement for a practical conﬁguration. For low-boom supersonic concept design using
Whitham’s boom prediction method, it is important to have a capability to increase or decrease the value of
a given Ae target over a speciﬁc xe range without adverse eﬀect on the predicted ground signature. Methods
that are more ﬂexible than using convex combinations of Ae distributions derived by the SGD theory need
to be developed.
In Whitham’s boom prediction theory, each vertical line segment in the boom signature is caused by shock
waves. However, we do not yet understand how numerical errors in the calculation of the Ae distribution
aﬀect the oscillations in the predicted ground signature. Note that the diﬀerences between the Ae distribution
for the low-boom design and the target are caused by both the numerical errors in the Ae calculation and the
actual mismatch of the Ae distributions. Numerical errors in the Ae calculation include numerical errors in
the lift distribution and discretization errors in the design’s volume calculation. These two sources of errors
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can not be separated. Therefore, we can only assess their cumulative eﬀect on the ground signature. The
basic method is to eliminate the matching errors over various xe ranges to see how the predicted ground
signature changes. The process is to use a convex combination A∗(xe) of Ae(xe) of the low-boom design and
the target Ae,target deﬁned by the following formula:
A∗e(xe) = τ(xe)Ae(xe) + [1− τ(xe)]Ae,target(xe) (9)
where τ(xe) is a piecewise linear polynomial deﬁned by one of the following two formulas:
τ(xe) =
{
0 if xe ≤ x∗e
xe−x∗e
le−x∗e if xe > x
∗
e
or τ(xe) =
{
0 if xe > x∗e
xe−x∗e
le−x∗e if xe ≤ x
∗
e
(10)
(a) Comparison of Matching Errors (b) Comparison of Signatures
Figure 20. Sensitivity of predicted ground signatures with respect to aft Ae matching errors.
(a) Comparison of Matching Errors (b) Comparison of Signatures
Figure 21. Sensitivity of predicted ground signatures with respect to front Ae matching errors.
Figure 20(a) shows the diﬀerences of A∗e(xe) generated by the ﬁrst formula in equation (10) and the target
distribution, with x∗e = 10, 40, 70, and 100. Figure 20(b) shows how the oscillations in the front part of the
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predicted ground signature gradually disappear as the matching errors become zero for xe ≤ x∗e (= 10, 40, 70,
and 100). Figure 21(a) shows the diﬀerences of A∗e(xe) generated by the second formula in equation (10) and
the target distribution, with x∗e = 90, 70, 40, and 10. Figure 21(b) shows that the aft part of the predicted
ground signature matches the target signature when the matching errors become zero for xe ≥ 90, and it
also shows how the oscillations in the front part of the predicted ground signature gradually disappear as the
matching errors become zero for xe ≥ x∗e (= 90, 70, 40, and 10). In practice, achieving the perfect matching
of Ae distributions over any reasonable range of xe is impossible. As a result, the predicted ground signature
will always contain oscillations because of its sensitivity with respect to the second derivative of the Ae
distribution.
VIII. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we introduce an interactive design optimization tool called BOSS (Boom Optimization
using Smoothest Shape modiﬁcations), for generating low-boom conﬁgurations by modifying the fuselage
shape to reduce the discrepancies between the design equivalent area distribution of a supersonic concept
and a target distribution derived from the boom minimization theory.
The boom prediction code based on Whitham’s F-function method, PBOOM, is used for sonic-boom
analysis. BOSS uses the smoothest shape modiﬁcation strategy to modify the fuselage radius distribution at
100 or more longitudinal locations and to ﬁnd smooth fuselage shapes that reduce the discrepancies between
the design and target equivalent area distributions over any speciﬁed range of eﬀective distance. A smoothing
tool is also incorporated into the design process so that any minor oscillation in the resultant fuselage radius
distribution can be easily removed with minimum change to the fuselage shape. All the tools are integrated
as plug-and-play components in the ModelCenter framework.
For any given supersonic concept (with wing, fuselage, nacelles, tails, and optional canards), a designer
can examine the diﬀerences between the design and target equivalent areas, decide which part of the design
equivalent area curve needs to be modiﬁed, choose a desirable rate for the reduction of the discrepancies
over the speciﬁed range, and select a parameter for smoothness control of fuselage shapes. Then BOSS
generates a fuselage shape based on the designer’s inputs in a matter of seconds. If the generated solution
is not acceptable, the designer can work on a diﬀerent part of the equivalent area curve, change the rate
of reduction, or relax the smoothness control until a desirable solution is found. The new conﬁguration is
analyzed by PBOOM to determine whether it has an acceptable low-boom ground signature. If not, the
designer can use BOSS to further reduce the diﬀerences between the design and target equivalent areas until
the conﬁguration has an acceptable low-boom ground signature. Using BOSS and PBOOM, the designer
can generate a realistic, smooth fuselage shape that results in a supersonic conﬁguration with a low-boom
ground signature in a few hours. In addition, a designer can use BOSS to quickly eliminate any conﬁguration
that cannot achieve low-boom characteristics with fuselage shaping alone.
For any given wing planform and layout of aircraft components, BOSS reduces the design time of low-
boom supersonic concepts from months to hours. More importantly, BOSS allows a quick closure of the
fuselage shaping process because BOSS lets the designer see how much deterioration of the fuselage shape
is necessary for further reduction of the discrepancies between the design and target equivalent area distri-
butions.
A conceptual design case study demonstrates how BOSS can be used to develop a low-boom supersonic
concept from a low-drag supersonic concept.
The perturbation study demonstrates that oscillations in the sonic-boom signature may be unavoidable
because exact matching of the target equivalent area distribution is unlikely. In addition, the study also
shows that making the target equivalent area distributions realizable by a practical conﬁguration, while
maintaining a shaped sonic-boom signature, is desirable. One approach to generating alternate equivalent
area distributions is demonstrated by using convex combinations of target equivalent area distributions from
the SGD theory. However, the question of whether these new equivalent area distributions could be matched
by practical conﬁgurations has not been answered.
The next step is to integrate CFD analysis into the current low-boom conceptual design process to make
the generated low-boom concept more credible. Also, BOSS can be extended to make it applicable to a
fuselage with noncircular cross sections.
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Appendix: Optimization Iterations in BOSS
1. Range of λs. Each constraint in equations (2) and (3) can be expressed as −δ ≤
∑n−1
j=1 κjΔrj ≤ δ,
where κj are coeﬃcients for the linear combination. Let λmin be the reciprocal of the maximum value
of
∑n−1
j=1 |κj | and λmax = 0.2l3. Then, the constraints in equations (2) and (3) are automatically
satisﬁed if equation (6) holds for λs = λmin. On the other hand, the constraints in equation (6) are
automatically satisﬁed for λs = λmax if equations (2) and (3) hold.
2. Values of λs for s = 0 or 10. Set λs = λmin (i.e., no smoothness constraint is used) if s = 0, and
set λs = λmin (i.e., the feasible solutions are completely determined by the smoothness constraints) if
s = 10.
3. Estimation of λs for 0 < s < 10. Let λs = 1. Find δ > 0 such that the minimum value of L(r0,Δr)
is −ρGˆ under the constraints in equations (2), (3), and (6). Then, ﬁx δ and ﬁnd λs > 0 such that
the ratio of the number of active constraints in equations (2) and (3) to the total number of active
constraints is approximately s/10.
4. Initial Reduction. Assume that a total reduction of ρGˆ could be achieved in 100 iterations. Set
ρ0 = ρGˆ/100 and k = 0.
5. Iteration for Trusted Reduction. Find δ > 0 such that the minimum value of L(rk,Δr) is G(rk)−
ρk under the constraints in equations (2), (3), and (6). Let Δrk be the solution of the following strictly
convex quadratic programming problem:
min
Δr
L(rk,Δr) + 10−9
n−1∑
i=1
Δr(xi)2 (11)
subject to the constraints in equations (2), (3), and (6).
6. Update the Solution. Set rk+1 = rk +Δrk.
7. Check for Termination. If G(rk+1) ≤ G(r0) − ρGˆ, then output rk+1 as the solution and terminate
the iteration.
8. Reject the Update if Necessary. If G(rk)−G(rk+1) ≤ 0, then reset rk+1 = rk.
9. Adjust Reduction Rate if Necessary. If G(rk) − G(rk+1) > 0.85ρk, then ρk+1 = 2ρk; if G(rk) −
G(rk+1) < 0.35ρk, then ρk+1 = ρk/2; otherwise, ρk+1 = ρk. If k < 200, then go back to step 5;
otherwise, output rk+1 as the solution and terminate the iteration.
Note that iteration control parameters, such as ρ0, the updating formulas for ρk, and the maximum
number (200) of iterations, in BOSS are set heuristically based on some preliminary numerical tests. One
can use other equally plausible choices. The maximum number of iterations is chosen to achieve a maximum
waiting time of 3 min for each BOSS run.
For an inequality constraint Cmin ≤ C(Δr) ≤ Cmax, the constraint is active for an optimal solution Δr
if either C(Δr) = Cmin or C(Δr) = Cmax. For example, −λsδ ≤ Δr(xi) ≤ λsδ is called an active constraint
if either Δr(xi) = −λsδ or Δr(xi) = λsδ. The scale λs is a heuristic rule to control the smoothness of shape
modiﬁcations Δr. The number of active constraints in equation (6) implicitly determines how much more
inﬂuence equation (6) has on the optimal solution than equations (2) and (3). By changing the value of λs,
we implicitly control the potential inﬂuence of equation (6) has on the optimal solution (i.e., the roughness
of the shape modiﬁcation).
Equation (8) is based on Mangasarian’s theory on the least norm solution of a linear program.48 In theory,
one should replace 10−9 by a suﬃciently small positive number to guarantee that the solution of equation
(11) is actually a minimizer of L(rk,Δr) under the same set of constraints. But 10−9 works very well in
our numerical experiments. In the case without smoothness constraints, Equation (11) forces the optimal
solution to stay as close to rk as possible while achieving the same reduction of the linear approximation
L(rk,Δr) of the objective function G.
Steps 3 and 5 involve solutions of several linear programming problems of less than 200 variables, each of
which can be solved in a fraction of seconds. For any given δ, let L∗k(δ) be the minimum value of L(rk,Δr)
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under the constraints in equations (2), (3), and (6). Then, L∗k(δ) is a decreasing function of δ with L
∗
k(0) = 0.
For any given negative target value Ltarget < 0, exactly one value of δ > 0 exists such that L∗k(δ) = Ltarget.
This equation can be eﬃciently solved by many known methods because of the monotonicity of L∗k(δ). We
use a standard root-ﬁnding method that uses linear rational function predictions.
The Root-Finding Method Using Linear Rational Function Predictions:
1. Initialization. Set δ0 = 0 and δ1 = 1. Compute L∗k(1). Set δ2 = Ltarget/L
∗
k(1). Compute
L∗k(δ2).
2. Linear Rational Function Interpolation. Let η(t) = t+c0c1t+c2 be the interpolant of three
data points (δ0, L∗k(δ0)), (δ1, L
∗
k(δ1)), and (δ2, L
∗
k(δ2)). That is, η(δi) = L
∗
k(δi) for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2.
3. Linear Rational Function Prediction. Find δ > 0 such that η(δ) = Ltarget and com-
pute L∗k(δ).
4. Check for Termination. If |L∗k(δ) − Ltarget|/|Ltarget| < 0.00001 or a maximum number
(40) of iterations is reached, then output δ as the solution.
5. Update for Next Iteration. Let j be the index such that δj is the farthest away from δ
among δ0, δ1, and δ2. Replace δj by δ. Go back to step 2.
The above root-ﬁnding algorithm usually terminates after solving 3–15 linear programming problems
because the linear rational function provides an excellent approximation of the nonlinear behavior of L∗k(δ).
This algorithm is used in Step 5 of the optimization iterations for BOSS so that the total cost of each
iteration in BOSS is approximately that of solving 4–16 linear or quadratic programming problems. For
n = 120, each iteration in BOSS usually takes less than 1 sec when executed on a SGI computer server.
Replacing δ and L∗k(δ) with λs and the ratio of the number of active constraints in equations (2) and (3)
to the total number of active constraints, respectively, we can apply the above root-ﬁnding method to ﬁnd
λs in step 2 of Optimization Iterations in BOSS. In this case, we allow the maximum number of iterations to
be 80 instead because the value of λs is only estimated once. The average waiting time for BOSS is usually
less than 30 sec when n = 120.
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